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ABSTRACT 

Measured. by an atomic-beam magnetic resonance method, the 

hyperfine- structure separations and magnetic moments of four neutron

deficient isotopes are found to be . 

Rb 81 • ~" = 5097 ± 13 Me,· tJ.1 =tz_.o5: o.o2·n.m.; 

· Rb82, ~" = 3094.1 :t: 2.4 Me, 

Rb
83

, ~" = 3183.3 :t: 5.8 Me, 

Rb84, ~":: 3077.5 :t: 5.1 Me. 

JJ.x =·tt 1.50 ± 0.02 n. m.; 

JJ.x= +1.42±0.02.n.m .. ; 

tJ.I = - 1.32. :t: 0.02. n. m. 

:.· ... 
-:- ~·- '. < .. ; 
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THE HYPERFINE STRUCTWf-E SEft-RAi~ONS AND MAGNETIC 
MOMENTS OF Rb , Rb , · Rb , and Rb84 .* 

J. C. Hubbs, W. A. Nierenberg, H. A. Shugart> 
H. B. Silsbee, ·and R. J. Sunderland 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Physics 
University ·of California, Berkeley, California 

March 8, 1957 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1 z 3 ' . ' . . . 
In several previous papers, · • ' accounts have been given of the 

measurements of the spins of four neutron-deficient isotopes of· rubidium 

and a metastable state of one of these_ isotopes. Also, the hyperfine 
. . 81 

structure and magnetic moment of Rb. have_ been measured by the zero ... 

moment atomic-:- beam method. 1 In this paper, report is made of the 

measurement of the atomic hyperfine structures (hf.s) o~ Rb81 , Rb82, Rb 83, 

and Rb84 by use of the atomic-beam magnetic resonance method and radio~~:t 
active detect~on. A different method of preparing the radioisotope Rb 84 

for atomic-beam purposes is discussed in some detail, because i)·t the low 

intensities used in the previous work had to be augmented to obtain suff~

cient sensitivity to detertnin~_.,the sign as well as the absolute value of the 

hfs. ·Because of the small numbers of atoms produced in the Berkeley 

60-inch cyclotron, ·special procedures were employed in ~he search for 

resonance lines to minimize the .amount of material required. No attempt 

was x:nade to determine the hfs any more accurately than was necessary to · 

determine the sign of the moment. 

This work was done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy 

Commission and the Office o£Naval Research. 
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II. ISOTOPE PREPARATION 

For most of these experiments, the radioisotopes were produced by 

alpha particles on natu~al Br 79 and Br81 . The chemical extraction and beam 

preparation have been described in Reference Z •. However, in order to increase 

the signal.;.to- noise ratio, absorber foils were used to select the particular 

(a.. kn) reaction desired. In a general way this procedure improved matters 

except for Rb84, for which the (a., n) reaction yield is very poor. Although 
. . . 

several curves were run using this reaction, H was decided to use (p, n) 

reactions on Kr in an attempt to increase the Rb84 yield. Fortunately Kr84 is 

s?c~h abundant, compared with 12% for Kr83 , so that production of Rb84 is 
. . 83 

favored over that of Rb . The improvement in signal-to-noise ratio over .the 

Br bombardments was about 4 to 1. In addition, runs using the Kr84 (p, n}P..b84 

·.reaction provided an independent assignment of spin Z for Rb84. 

In practice approximately 2 liters of krypton at atmospheric pressure 

is contained in a water-cooled, rectangular tube of cast aluminum with a 1-mil 

aluminum window at one end for the 12-Mev proton beam. Following suitable 

expqsu.re to.~· proton beam of approximately zs microamperes. the assembly is 

allo~ed to stand for several days to permit the short-liv~d ai.i>tivities to decay. ~.' 
After the krypton is frozen out and replaced with air, the entire assembly is 

washed wi~h several hundred ml of water containing controlled amounts ( -20 mg} 

of RbBr carrier. This is boiled away to a few drops of Rb:Sr solution, and the 

concentrate is transferred toan iron cup and dried thoroughly. Calcium is then 

adde.d and the beam produced as described in Reference 2. As was expected, 

the krypton bombardment proved more efficient than the BaBr 2 production scheme. 

Over.heated BaBr 
2 

in an alpha beam often distilled and redistributed itself away 

from the intense parts of the beam, thus limiting the useful production rate. 

Moreover, in the Kr bombardments the degradation of the beam by Ba was 

eliminated. 
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UI. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 

The hyperfine line observed was the flop-in line corresponding to a 

cha~ge of ll.rn;= :t: 1 in the regions of the focusing fields. 
4 

For small 
r .. . ·: . ··~ 

C-fi~ld values (i.e., the Breit-Rabi formula 5 may b~ 

-~--i~'ttded to second order in H, with the result that the frequency: of the 

transition 

. ' 

1 
mF =-I- l 1 -I+-2 

. , 

is given by 

~J 
g = . J. -y- • (1) 

·wh.ere L}.v is the hfs' constant, v is the observed resonance frequency, v0 is the 

_.Ze~man frequency for the upper hfs level corresponding to F = I + 1/2, g1 is 

.~eglected, and gJ-; -2 .. The transition indicated'is an example for Av >0. The 

. · . ~ine. width in these experiments varied between O.r. and O.S Me, depending on 

the.magnitude and previous history of the C field and on the amplitude of the 

i'ad~o;,.frequency transition field. The width of the line determined the method 

... of search. To illustrate, consid~r Rb 81 (4. 7 hr ). · The spin is 3/2 for this 

·· ·i·s;o~~pe and one can safeiy assume that the iUs lies somewhere between 2000 a~d 
8000. Me. Since experience has \llhown that it is reasonable to obtain approximately 

·.50. beam e_xposures du;ring a run with good statistics, it is .advisable to take a 

sm~~l number of these, about 10. for a crude estimate of the hfs. The line width 

·may be on the order of 0.1 Me, and therefore 10 pointS may be used' to cover a 

1-Mc inte.rval. Examination of Eq. (1) indicates that for I= 3/2 and v""" 30 'Me 

· the line will shift by 1 Me for a variation in b. v from 2000 to 8000 Me. Since 

at least one of the exposures should have an indication of hfs, this will represent 

a mea~urement of the hfs, to the order of 10 'Yo. If the hfs-turns out to be, say, . . 

SlOO ~ 500 Me, then 10 mor~ exposures can be assigned to the next order of 

accuracy. At v0 = 125 Me the variation of ± 500 Me in Av corresponds to a 

v~ai"iation of 1 Me in v, and again the resonance will show on at least one exposure. 

Thus, the Av h known to approximately 1%.'-.,-- Now the hfs is determined to 

about 0.2o/o by carefully taking a full resonance curve at the best resolution avail

~ble and at the highest frequency available ~200 Me). Finally, an attempt is 
. '· 
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made to see the resonance at some suitably low value of the field that wiil 

show_ the greatest "Sensitivity to the effect of the sign of g1 in the Hamiltonian. 

This field is determined by the resolution. I, the magnitude of gf, ·and the 

mag.nitude of Av. Fortunately, despite the po_or resolution of the apparatus 

· used, the. magnitudes of the nuclear moments and the hfs · con~tants are just 

su~fident to determine the si~.s. . ' . ~~, 

. ., . The value of the magnetic field was measured by· use of the carrier 

Rb 85 ~nd .Rb 87 in the beam~ The carrier beam i.s also used to monitor the beam · 

inten·sity. The. carrier lin~ ·was monitored in frequency and magnitude before 

and after each radioactive exposure. The frequency was used for the calculation 

of the magnetic field, and the magnitude of the carrier resonance served to 

normalize the activity collected during the exposure. 
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IV. DATA REDUCTION 

In order to treat the data systematically, the normalized data points 
I . . 

obtained for each resonance we:f'e fitted by a bell-shaped curve by a least-

squares procedure. To be more precise, the reciprocals of the ·resonance 

heights were fitted by a weighted least-squares parabola. This technique gives 

high weights to points near the peak of the curve, and relatively little we~gi:l.fc1 
to the tails; therefore. dep~tures from the assumed line shape have little effect. . ., 

A good fit is shown in Fig. 1. . 
85 87 . . 

By use of the resonance of the stable Rb or Rb to obtain a value of 

the magnetic field, the hyperfine structure constant Av can then be computed 

from6 

,. 

glv.OH j -gJI-LoH 
(v +--.h--lf ( h - v) 

A v = ---g-JtJ._o...,Hrr-----2-I--g-I-fJ.-o...,H...-

v + (21 + 1 )h + ZI + 1 h 

.. 

(2) 

where 

if g1 is known. In this particular case g1 is not known. It could be obtained in 

principle from simultaneous solution of Eq. (2) for two values of the field: in . 

practice, however, the available resolution is not adequate, and the magnitude 

ofg
1 

is obtained by simultaneous solution of Eq. (2) ·and the Fermi-Segr'e relation 1· 

1 I . I . ~ i 1 
J i - ' ·., gi 1 - 1 gl , , I 
~ I ' 

211 + 1 L\ v 
Zl+ l AV' ' (3) 

where the primed quantities are known values for a stable isotope of the same 

ele.ment. This method yields two values of Av depending on the assumed sign . 
. . 

of gi' The correct sign gives consistent results as the field is varied: the 

incorrect sign gives a systematic variation in apparent ·values of fl. v. The 
1 2 8 9 . 

constantsused in the3e calculations are: ' ' ' 
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85 1 Rb · , gJ = -2.00238, Av = 3035.735 Me, tJ.I = + 1.35268 n. m., I= 5 2; 

Rb~~·, .gJ = -2.00238, Av = 6834.7005 ·Me, IJ1 = + 2. 750529 n. m., 1 = 3/Z. 

. 81 82 83 84 
Ass~med value for Rb • Rb , Rb , and Rb , gJ = -2.00238j 

Rb 81 , I= 3l2; Rb82, I= 5; Rb83 , I= 5/2; Rb84, I= Z; 

.:r-0 = + 0.92732 x 10"" 20 erg/gauss, b = 6.6252 x 10• 27 erg sec.; 

M· 
m = 1836.13. 

The following uncertainties enter the A v calculation: 

(a) The uncertainty. in Has determined from the carrier resonance. The 

largest contribution to this was us~lly the variation in the c field durirg,~; 
., ~ 

a rui;l.. Ste·ady drifts could! be corrected for, but appreciable uncertainty . ~ . . . . 
remained. 

(b) The uncertainty in the frequency of the radioactive peak as a consequence 

of depend~nce. on the uncertainties in the input data to the least-s9uares 

procedure. It was usually quite small. 

(c) The uncertainty in the frequency of the radioactive peak arising from 

fitting a. symmetric curve to a possibly asymmetric line. This is hard to 

evaluate. The internal consistency of the result's ... indicates a probabie error 

. of about one-tenth the half width of the resonances. This value has been 

assumed in drawing Figs. 2.'(1t~.ough 5. The somewhat more conservative· 
' ·-~~ .. · .. · .. 

value of one-quarter the half width has been used in Table I. 

\ 
I 
I 

I 
I 

\I 
; 
' 
\ 
\ 
I 

1. 

\ . 
-:;\ 
'I 

·\ 
'' 

\ 
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V. RESULTS 

Each isotope is discussed in terms of three to five resonance curves 

obtah1ed during the course of a total of nine runs. Figures 2 through 5 present 

graphically the calculated value_s of.O.v ·when the moment is assumed negative 

·and positive. In _each case it is seen that for one of the assumed signs the 

·calculated values of Av scatter .about a constant value, while for the other 

assumed sign some of the Av yalues lie well outside their stated probable 

errors. That sign for which the- hfs remains 'constant is the correct ·sign of 
' 

the nuclear moment. 

To illustrate the smooth variation in the calculated h!s const~>nt when 

the incorrect sign of the moment is assumed, a curve in each figure shows the 

theoretical variation of the calculated hfs with .magnetic field for the best known 

values of Av and g
1
.- In·au cases the experimental points fall along the 

theoretical curves. 

From the consi'atency of the calculated values of A vas shown in 

Figs. 2 through 5, a positive moment. is assigned to Rb 81 , Rb_82, and Rb 83 ; 

and a negative one to Rb~4 . The final values of Av given in Table II result 

from an average of the data from Table I weighted by the reciprocal of the 

square of the stated error. This analysis preserves to a large extent the. 

highest field values, by virture of their small errors .. The-final errors are 

equivalent to those of the highest field. resonance, and ar~se principally from 

the uncertainty of one-quarter the half width, . which is placed on the frequency 

of the radioactive resonances. Experi~ents using the stable Rb 85 and Rb 87 

demonstrate that the apparatus is free from any appreciable systematic errors

in the .magnetic field and radio-frequency regions covered in this experiment. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Some results of rather general interest have come from the rubidium 

research. The moment table for the odd-odd isotopes (Table III) indicates 

··that the neutron configuration of R.b 82 is perhaps the same as that of Se 79,. 

which also contains 45 neutrons. This neutron system, generally considered· 

to be fg
9

; 2 )7 (7/2)+, is anomalous in the sense of the simple shell picture and .. 

would not necessarily be expected to persist with the addition of three protons. 

. The moment table indicates that the proton configuration for Rb82 ·ia 

pl/Z'. while that of Rb
84 

is fS/2.' Bellamy et al. have concluded that the proton . 

. configuration in Rb 86 is also likely fS/2.' 
10 

Thus the favored odd-proto.n con- .; . 

figuration for neutron number between 46 and 49 is evident~y fS/2.' while pl/Z 

is similarly favored at either end of the range. Considering the large quad

rupole moments of selenium nuclei, one is tempted to ascribe the phenomenon. 

to nuclear deformability effects. There is a Rb isotope of.A < 81.. ·A measure

ment of its spin or of the quadrupole moment of Rb83 · or Rb84 would be signifi

cant in this respect, but is not feasible .at the present stage of our experiment~! 

technique.'. 

A third result of greater interest. is best shownby the graph of Fig. 6,. 

wherein is plotted the magnetic moment of all p 3; 2 odd .. proton nuclei near rubid~ 

ium as a function of neutron number. Neutron shell closings as obtained from 

the Klinkenberg scheme 11 are indicated. It would appear that the filling of 

neutron shells is in large measure responsible for the magnetic::.;.moment fine 

structure. Indeed, for the g
9

/ 2 neutron shell, Rb and Br moments may be , 

fitt~d by a single straight line to within a very few percent .. A survey of known. 

magnetic moments shows that this effect is very common, and appears to be 

in such a direction as to indicate an increase in the intrinsic magnetic moment 

of the proton system as neutrons are added to a shell. There are, however, no 

clear-cut cases suggested by Fig. 6 .in which one sees the large drop in moment 

at a neutrqn shell closing for a given element. An investigation of the spins 

and magnetic moments of copper and gallium isotopes is now under way, and . 

should yield significant support or contradic~~b'fi7\ -to these discussions. 

·One would expect in this region that the shell model is .a reasonable first 

approximation. Quite generally the absolute value of the effect of one neutron 
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should be nearly that._of 2j neutroner1·f the shell-model nomenclature and 

assumptions are at all valid. Further; configuration mixing within a proton··· 

shell is ·of·no help, iffor no other reason than th~dhe observed level schemes ... 

·in the rubidium series do not show a systematic monotonic trend in .low-lying 

levels. The effect might be .ascribed to a quenching of the protoo moment by 

partii!t.lly fille.d neutron shells, in a manner analogous to the self-quenching 

die~ussed by Blo<$;.. 12 Since the number ·of unfilled levels decreases linearly 

with. the number of neutrons in a shell, this effect might be expected to give 

· ·fesults of the observed form. On~ further explanation is not implausible, namely,_'· 

that the reduced-mass:__effect of Johnson and Teller 13 is coming into play as a . 
. . . 

. result of a change in the relative radii of neutron .and proton sl'iells, or in the 

diStance from the odd proton to the well edge, and thus the effective velocity

dependent pote1itial that is seen. .Two facts argue against this conclusion, however. 

The :;l,<?ta~ e:ffect of this phenomenon should be at most a small fraction of a 

nuclear magneton, since it is said that the mass of a nucleon at the center of 

the nuclear well is about half that of a free nucleon. In addition~ the sign of 

the effect should be the same ,for all odd-proton nuclei, and experimentally it ds 

not. 
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Figure Captions 

. . 81 
Fig .. }. ·A good least-squares fit to a resonance of Rb • . 

. . 81 
_ Fig. z> Calculated values of the hyper!ine-structure separation lor· Rb 

. (a) .Moment assumed positive. (b) Moment as~umed ~egative. 
~· t 

Fig. i Calculated values of the hyperfine- struct:ure separation for :Rb 82 . 

(a) Moment assumed positive. (b). Moment assumed negative, 

· Fig. 4. Calculated values of the ;!Jt:perfine- structure ~eparation for Rb 83 . 

(a) Moment as.sumed positive. (b) Moment .assumed negative. 

Fig .. 5. Calculated values of the hyperfine-structure separation for Rb84 . 

(a) Moment assumed positive.. (b)_ Moment assumed negative •. 

Fig. 6. The magnetic moments of p 3; 2 odd-proton nuclei near r~bidium. 



Table L The radioa ct.ivc and stable isotope resonance freguen.cies 
an':l c:C\lculatc~d, hyp<:>rfi.ne-struct~rc separations for Rb81, . 
· . Rbf32, Rb8 3, and Rb84. . 

. . 
_. ... .,..--·····- ............ -..:.."" ........ ...........,. .. ,..,.,..._, ......... "''. 

Reference. · 
frequency
(Mc)/ sec 

Rubidinm 81 

46.2.07 ·±.Oil' 

5 5.462 ± . . 0'02 

79.6 48 ± .002 

85.973 ± . 016 

47.795. ± .02.5 

" 

Reference 
isotope 

.87 

i37 

87 

85 

. 85 

·- ·- ...... -- .... ~ ..... \ .. p·--· ···- ~ .. 

Rubic·Eurn 82 

46.2.07 ±~.01'0 

8.5. 973 ± '0 16 

55.153 t .00.4 

·81.270 ± .00(, 

---~-........ -.............. ..:~ ........ : _.__ . - ~. 

Rub-idium 83 --.. --. .............,~- ..... 

53.579 ± . 00() 

24.973 ± ·.005 

2.4.99B ·± .. Ol5 

_ .... ~ .... __ ,_ ................. ~~--~ .......... _ 
Rubidium 84 . -----.. -·~--
32.387' ± .005 

40.592 :1: .009 

04.651 ± .005. 

51.140 ± .005 

87 

85 

85 

ss· 

85 

85 

85 

85 
., 

85 

85 
., .I 

Ra di.oa c ti v e 
frequ .. ;ncy 
(Me}/ sec 

-1:0.572.±.1)0 

55.904 '± .045 

80.598 ± .0.52. 

121 . 10 :; ± . 0 7 4 . 

.. 
. J 7.400 ± .035 

47.41 0 ± .034 

.30.31~: ± .()3 s 

JG1.GR1 ± .02.4 

53 . .>40-± .089 

1Z~.R84 ± .033 

38.805 ± .03~ 

48.587 ± .0"51 

12.4.531 ± .02.7 

hfs 
·(assumea 

positive mon1f•nt) 
(J\1c )/sec 

4981 ± 460. 

5195 ± 141 

51 J 9 ± 75 

5119 ± 49 

5094 ± 13 
\.Vlci.ghted 

a veT age 5097 ± 13. 

3108 ± 11 5 

3107 ± 38 

3077 ± 37 

. ' 30(.l4. l 
\\'l'l (1'';-f'd 

± 2.4 
M.'·' . 3094. i ± 2.4 . 

avvr;lge 

3203 ± 67 

3183.2 ± 4.8 

. h rl 3183.3 ~!: 
V.t<'lg te ... 31133 -~ 

5.8 
513 'average · ·- ± 

2.997 ± 53 

3024 ± 55 

3051.3 ± 4.6 

. • .. , 

his ·· 
(assumed 

negative ni.omen 
'(Me)/ sec 

5409 ±0460 

5:192. ± 141 

5368 ± 75 

5276 ± 49 

5183 ·± 13 

) l q;j ± 11 5 

31.37 ± 38 

312.4 ± 37 

3260 ± 67 

3 2. t)4. 7 :E 4 . 8 

32.04.8· ± 5.8 

3077 ± 53 

3088 . ± 55 

3074.6 ± 4.6 

"3066.1 ± ~· 5 . .1 : ·) t J 3081.6 ± we1rrh e( 
5.1 

5. l ave-ragt? 307 .... 
I .5 ± 
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Table II. The weighted average values for the hyperfine- str:ucture 
separations and the nude.a~ magnetic moments of Rb81, Rb82, 

· . RbtSJ, and Rb84. · · . · 
__ .. _____________ ._--;=-.------,-,--.-~--..___...,..~,.__{iii:_~ -· " .. :-;:=..-·-.==------- ... _....~-·"'!'--·------....--~-=: 

Isotope 

Rb81 

. Rb82 

. Rb83 

Rb84 

Half life Hyperfine-structure 
separation · 

(Me) 

Nuclear Magnetic Moment 
(nuclear magnetons, nm) 

---·------ . ___.. ........ ____ .. _____ .. ___ , _______ . 
4.7h .0.~ = 5097 * 13 

6.3h 

."'.8::3·d 

33d 

~v = 3094.1 : 2.4 

Av = 3183.3: 5.8 

~v = 3077.5: 5.1 

a flr _= + z.os : .02 

. Iii = + 1 .. 50 ± .02 

Jil = + 1.42 ± .02 

_tJ-1 = - 1.32 :t .oz.:: 

aThe .stated errors are meant to incl~de any.diamagnetic shielding corrections 

. and the hyperfine .. structure anomalies. 
. . 

-· -~·-- .... _--.:.._ __ . ___ .... ..,. .. ...,. ..... _ ... ,,. . .,;.,~""""'"'~~-~..--.,...,,IOC'~'-""'_ ....... .., ......... _ .. ~ ........... ...-.......... ·~ ..... 'IIo ... _.,._..,. ........... ~ ... ,.,.. ... ~-!'oi ... ~--... .:--'IR_ ... __ ."'""''"'--· _....,_.. __ .....,,,... 
-·-.--:----•·---: ..... - .. --------·--·------.. -..----·~·"''"''..,....,..~ .. ~'>--·-~v-.......--""._,.."'""-"""~-......._....,..,,.. • ...,.._~•·•-~~·-~.,... __ 
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Table Iii. Comparison of the magnetic moments of Rb82 and Rb84 :with 
predictions from c:iifferent shell model configurations~ The.·five gfJ/Z 
neutr.ons, (g 1 )5, are coupled to an angular momentwn of 7/Z as · ·. 
for Se 79, .fq~~~rimental values in making these estimates were derived

5 from 1.1. Se 9 = - 1.018 and this is the moment associated withthe (g ;z> 
subconfiguration; 1.1. Kr83 = -0.969 and this is the moment assoda'ted9 

·with the g912 ne_l:ltron system; ~ f?.!l.. = 2.4 is obtained·.· from the av~rage · 
of the magr\etic momenta of Rb8 ltna Rb87. j:ifs/2-~ l.4 .. is obtained from 
the average of the magnetic moments of Rb83 ana1U)85, . . -

-·-:-~---------·------------------------·-··-·Tl--.-------------·------··----·--------·--~---·:·--·------.---------·. 

Experimental Values 1
!- Calculated magnetic moments for .. 

· · Experimental Spins. · -

______________________ .. ________________ --~---........ L--------... ----·--;...·---~-~-----~-.,;.....-~----~---~--~---;----·~:--'--·-------
. tl 5 'I . . 

.!~~f0~~ 1 
·!.1. 11 P3/_!:__~-~J/.~... _:_3/z<i_<Jjz)_ . £sl_zg~~!:;_-

Rb82 5. 1.-50 i I 0.3 1.4 l! : -.17 

/I 

84 
11 

Rb. 2 -1.32 II -2.5 - 1.7 

==""'=;_=·=,-;;:.:-.;='-'"-'==·::::.~:.;;::.=:: .. ::;.::::;;;;:-J-l:;::~.::==;:;::-.;..-:=-_..:_:_>;;:;:;:::;;:;:.:;::;:;:-.·::;::;.:;·:;:::::::::-.::::.:.:;;~=.~:;,;::-;;.;::;:;;;,::.--·-~-~·~:;::::.:::;::..:::.:::.:;::::.::. 
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I 
Rb at /=3/2, T'/2=4.7 hr. 

, .... ..:il>o • 

. . 

8 0.598=.oo·4 m c /sec 

·· .. ! 

l· 
' 0'-----------L_;___---L. __ __,L_ __ --'--~---L.---:-'----...L...----

80r200 · ·BQ4oo· 80.600 80.800 8/.QOO 
. . 

. .. . 
· I FREQUENCY ·me/sec . 
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